CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

After presenting the result of analysis in the previous chapter, the conclusion and suggestions are taken in this part. The conclusion is drawn based on the formulated statement of problems, while suggestion is intended to give information to the next researchers who are in doing further research in this area.

5.1. Conclusion

In this research, the researcher can conclude that she finds only seven features of women’s speech features used by Michelle Obama in her speech section but after counting the data, the emergence is different each other. The total emergence of lexical hedges is twenty nine. Rising intonation appears in total five and empty adjective appears in total two. Next, there are eighty four occurring in intensifier, twenty occurring in hypercorrect grammar, and two in super polite form and the last feature is empathic stress is eight. Finally, the total emergences of all features are one hundred and fifty.

The most frequently women’s speech features are used by Michelle Obama is intensifier with the total number eighty four. Besides, some features that did not find in speeches of Michelle Obama are tag question, avoidance of strong word, and empathic stress.
The researcher also concludes that every feature has different purposes. The first feature is lexical hedges; the purposes are to mitigate the statement to her audiences and to show a doubt or confidence of what has been said. The second feature that had been found is rising intonation and the purpose is for being strengthened. The next feature is empty adjective; the purpose is for admiration something. The fourth feature is intensifier, the purposes of intensifiers are for persuade their addressee to take them seriously and strengthen the meaning.

The other feature is hypercorrect grammar; it is for rising woman social status in the society as behavior model. The sixth feature is super polite forms; the words of super polite forms appear to leave strengthen, to attract the audience’s attentions towards her speech and to make soften the request. The last feature that has been found in this research is empathic stress. The purposes of appearing empathic stress are for emphasizing certain words and for expressing something with own self-expression as purpose.

5.2. Suggestion

Women’s speech feature is one of the interesting things as a topic to conduct the research because there are many features that we can more understand woman languages which is as woman sometimes we do not know there are many special language for woman which have different purpose or function of each. Therefore, after studying this research, we can know the types
of women’s speech features and their functions so that we know what is the purpose of the speaker uses word that including women’s speech features.

Besides, the researcher also gives some suggestions for the readers and the next researchers. Firstly, in order to enrich our knowledge about women’s speech features and their purposes or functions. The researcher suggests making the different research with the researcher using different theory as possible and if using speech, try to find different speeches that has different way, like the speeches come from President, ministry, entrepreneur, till a detainee. Second, taking the data from other source such as analyze women’s speech features that used people around you, it is more interesting way than analyze indirectly such as woman language in traditional market.